The affects of capacitor geometries
To understand the effects of geometry on finished capacitor functions it is first important to
understand the section geometry (basic winding unencapsulated). In general, the shorter the
section is the better it will function. The ideal capacitor would generally have the apparent
diameter to length ratio of a hockey puck. The more end area there is, the more peak current
the unit can handle. In addition, since the bulk of the heat generated in the center of the
capacitor moves axially along the foil or metallization on the film, the shorter the distance
from the geometric center to the endspray the more heat that can be dissipated. Combine the
short thermal path with large end surface area and the RMS power of the unit is very high.
Consider the following comparison of two different windings for the same capacitor value.
Both windings are based on the same clear margin width, mandrel diameter, film thickness
and metallization deposit thickness with the only variation being material width.
100uF at 1000 VDC
Option 1

Option 2

Material width

100 mm

50 mm

Volume (winding only) in3

18.216

20.703

RMS current at 650C, 10KHz

33.2 ARMS

87.0 ARMS

Peak current

1,598 amps-peak

3,648 amps-peak

DV/DT

16 v/uS

36 v/uS

ESR at 10KHz

0.00433 ohms

0.00097 ohms

ESL at Resonant Frequency

110.3 nH

48.7 nH

Resonant Frequency

47,927 Hz

72,125 Hz

Thermal
0

coefficient

in 8.38 0C/wattdis

5.45 0C/wattdis

C/dissipated watt

Projected life in a 650C ambient 214,931

507,663

at 20 ARMS and 10KHz at (79.50C core temp)

(67.10C core temp)

1000 VDC
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It quickly becomes apparent that half the material width dramatically increases the
performance of the capacitor winding. Notice that there is a 13.65% increase in volume. This
is the affect of a fixed clear margin width and offset. The active area required to yield 100uF
is the same for the same material thickness.
There is also a reliability aspect to consider. When the same power is applied to both units,
the shorter unit will exhibit less heating at the capacitor center. Therefore, since the internal
core temperature of the shorter winding is cooler the capacitor life is extended.

The

capacitors are produced from organic materials, which generally follow the 100C rule of life
where half the temperature results in twice the life.
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